STOCKHOLM SHOOTING CENTER

the Marksman
Shooting
Academy
Looking for an instructor in
partnership to lead and develop it.
Opening soon.
By Marksman Training Systems

Instructor - job description
Please send your resume to
academy@marksman.se
Partnership details will be shared during the
interviewing process.

Y

ou are passionate about hunting and / or shooting
and would like to partner with a growing company
(225 installations worldwide) to take up great
challenges and develop the Marksman Shooting Academy?
The ﬂoor is yours.
Founded in 2002, taken over in 2019, keeping the same
high performance team, Marksman’s business model
focuses on B2B development to sell internationally the ST-2
shooting simulator, directly or via local resellers. Our B2B
customers need training from our instructors to run their
simulator the best possible way.

You.
You are passionate about hunting and / or shooting
and have a good knowledge of the industry.
You have a background as a shooting instructor
coaching people on all levels from new-beginners to
experienced shooters.
You own high communication abilities and have an
outgoing personality.
You are willing to understand each customer’s need to
meet his / her training expectations.
You have an entrepreneurial mindset.
You are highly motivated by development opportunities
for your business.
An excellent time management and organization is
part of your way of doing business.

Our Services to You

W

e will provide you with our 6-years experience
running an academy to make your business and
our partnership successful, including:

A fully equipped PREMIUM PRO shooting simulator,
including its DRIVEN extension.
An attractive place to run our simulators, covering rent,
electricity, waiting room, toilets, and Internet connection.
An exclusive right to run the Marksman Shooting
Academy simulators, except for internal use.
A technical support.
An online booking system on our website.

Your Services to Us

B

eing active in the ﬁeld of shooting and / or hunting
business sector, and having adequate basic
competence, particularly in shooting and weapon
training, you will provide us your expertise pertaining to:
Leading and developing the Marksman Shooting
Academy for training and / or amusement purposes, for
B2C customers such as individuals or groups.
Recommending a Marketing plan and organizing
communication means to attract the most Customers, via
your own network, via social media, via Internet, via press
articles, etc., upon our approval.
Helping to produce short videos to enhance product
speciﬁcations or coaching advices in English.
Organizing operator and coaching training for our B2B
shooting simulator’s owners in Swedish and in English at
the Marksman Shooting Academy.
Helping with Installation and Training of Marksman
shooting simulators worldwide if agreed between us.
More generally, everything that depends on training and
running the Marksman shooting simulators.

the Marksman ST-2
shooting simulator
Anyone can make a good hit, but a good shot
can only be made if you have a good
technique.
Jocke Smålänning
48 times European and Swedish trap champion

T

he Marksman ST-2 shooting simulator is a highly
professional coaching tool used in more than 220
locations worldwide, specialized in hunting and
sport shooting.

Our Vision
At Marksman Training Systems AB, it is our vision to make
shooters everywhere more conﬁdent, safe and
accomplished in the sports of hunting and shooting, and
ultimately to get better results and more enjoyment from
his or her shooting activities.

Our Mission
It’s our mission to maintain our world leadership in the
ﬁeld of professional simulators for shotgun and riﬂe
shooting through consistent innovation and the use of
cutting-edge technical advancements. We serve our
customers with respect, integrity and speed, and provide
them systems with solutions that advance their business
objectives.

Main specs
Unbeatable accuracy of 0,0143˚ (1 MOA)
Nearly no delay
Built-in ballistic calculator (550+ ammunitions)
Movement replay and shot impact analysis
Works with real guns
First ever overhead shooting simulator with our DRIVEN.
Birds conﬁguration
Versatile landscapes (750+ scenarios)

the System Configurations
Our simulators work with different
configurations, displaying our scenarios on
ultra-wide screens (CLASSIC, PREMIUM &
PREMIUM PRO) or on an angled screen
(DRIVEN).

PREMIUM & PREMIUM PRO
Full HD - Panoramic 90˚ ﬁeld of view - Supports skeet
8 meters wide x 3 meters high

DRIVEN
Angled screen - Overhead shots for bird shooting
3 meters wide x 5 meters high

the Marksman Shooting
Academy
Our aim is to create, together, Stockholm’s
most innovative and successful shooting
academy.

Main ﬁgures from other academies (Dortmund, Paris)
1.000 coaching hours per year.
400 SEK/20 min - 700 SEK per 40 min - 1.000 SEK/hour.

T

he Marksman Shooting Academy will feature 2
ultra-wide screens, including one for overhead
shooting (perfect for driven birds’ practice), with
hundreds of interesting and challenging scenarios. Our
simulators oﬀer many ways to boost the shooting skills for
elite shooters as well as new-beginners, with or without
their own weapons; it is also used by many Olympic or
Competition athletes worldwide. With an accuracy of
0,0143˚ (1 MOA) and its own ballistic calculator (550+
integrated ammunitions), it provides great and true-to-life
feedback.
The Marksman Shooting Academy can also be rented out
for events, oﬀering catering services.
The running of a Shooting Center of this kind is an
established and successful business in many places in
Europe. Stockholm is a high potential market, lacking a
Marksman shooting simulator. At Marksman Training
Systems, we want to make of this academy the ﬂagship of
our latest products, and are looking for the instructor who
will lead and develop it. We will support you in many
ways.
The academy is at 400 m from E4 (exit 172 Tureberg),
between Sollentuna (Pendeltåg) and Husby (T11) stations.
Plenty of parking spots available.

the Marksman Training Academy
Finlandsgatan 18
164 74 Kista
www.marksman.se

